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Guild Wars 2 is a massively multiplayer online role-playing game in development by ArenaNet. Set
in the fantasy world of Tyria, the game follows the re-emergence of Destiny's Edge, a disbanded
guild dedicated to fighting the Elder Dragons, a Lovecraftian species that has seized control of Tyria
in the time since the original GW2 Gold. The game takes place in a persistent world with a story that
progresses in instanced environments. Guild Wars 2 Gold quest claims to be unique in the genre by
featuring a storyline that is responsive to player actions, something which is common in single
player role-playing games but rarely seen in multiplayer ones.

A dynamic event system replaces traditional questing, utilizing the ripple effect to allow players to
approach quests in different ways as part of a persistent world. Also of note is the combat system,
which aims to be more dynamic than its predecessor by promoting synergy between professions
and using the environment as a weapon, as well as reducing the complexity of the Magic-style skill
system of the original game. As a sequel to Guild Wars, Guild Wars 2 will feature the same lack of
subscription fees that distinguished its predecessor from other commercially developed online
games of the time, though a purchase is still required to install the game.

The race and profession of the player will determine the skills that he or she has access to.Guild
Wars 2, like Guild Wars 2 Gold, uses a skill-based combat system, whereby players must select
only 10 skills from a much larger pool, introducing an element of strategy. However, unlike Guild
Wars, skill slots have predefined roles, so the first five will be determined by a combination of the
player's weapon and profession, the sixth can only be one of a number of healing skills, the seventh
through ninth will be skills with no defined roles, and unlocked as the game progresses, and the
tenth slot will be for an "elite" skill, which is also initially locked.

Guildwars2sell offers you Cheap GW2 Gold with fast delivery, 24/7 online support, simpe order
process and most secure transcations. Guildwars2sell will bring you a wonderful gaming
experience. It can let you save money and save time! You will not be regreted if you choose
Guildwars2sell. Try it now! Because Guildwars2sell can satisfy your Guild Wars 2 Gold needs and
make you happy!
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Caolinyan - About Author:
GuildWars2sell is a Specialized a Guild Wars 2 Gold store,we sell GW2 Gold,you can buy Safe and
Cheap GW2 Gold from us.
Source(s):http://www.guildwars2sell.com
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